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Abstract: Modern cars have engines equipped with multi point fuel injection system electronically
controlled. These system co-operate with a series of sensors and actors. The purpose of this study was
to show the most common electric defects and to evaluate the reliability of selected elements of petrol
fuel electric injections system Motronic and Simos during driving. The benches make it possible to
realize the control of injection and ignition systems thanks to the connection of all elements sensors
and actuators with ECU (Electronic Control Unit). The simulation of work was carried out thanks to
the power transmission systems, in which the rotational speed of the ignition system was controlled,
sensors of rotational speed and crankshaft position and also the sensor of timing phases. Te bench was
connected to the computer through the diagnostic connector OBD (On Board Diagnostics). The
simulations of other sensors work, e.g. the flowmeter, were realized by changing air flow and
temperature by changing the resistance of the sensor for different temperatures. The cooperation of
particular sensors and execution elements with the driver was monitored by the diagnostic block of
Audi-VW interface software. The designed and made-up bench made it possible to control engine
work and carry out tests and the analysis of particular parameters of engine work in order to identify
error codes.
Keywords: injection system, diagnostics, Motronic system, injection time, ignition advance angle

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, electronic integrated systems controlling injection and ignition are used to
control spark ignition (SI) engines. The purpose of injection systems is to control the size
of the fuel dose and to regulate and produce air-fuel mixture; ignition systems are
responsible for forming an ignition spark in the combustion chamber at the appropriate
moment. To accomplish these tasks, it is necessary to monitor the operation of the engine
by means of signals coming from various sensors on the vehicle. Due to the fact that
ignition and injection systems require similar information, combining both systems into
one control unit came as a logical consequence. These systems are called Motronic and are
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used by Bosch as units.
There are many design solutions for integrated injection-ignition systems for particular
car models [3, 4, 9, 14]. In subsequent solutions, new functions are introduced so that the
control unit can control and regulate the operation of the engine in a more precise way. The
systems co-operate with other systems of the car, such as air-conditioning, automatic
transmission, ABS, ESP, SRS, etc.
Such a beneficial combination, applied due to the use of the same signals both in the
supply system and the ignition system, resulted in more adaptive possibilities in the control
system. Consequently, greater reliability and lower production cost were obtained. In the
ignition system, mechanical or pneumatic devices for controlling ignition advance angle
were eliminated and replaced with contactless, fully electronic microprocessor ignition
which makes use of inductive sensors of rotational speed and crankshaft position.
Characteristics of ignition advance angle which take into account rotational speed and
current load on the car engine are stored in the memory of the electronic control device.
To achieve the best control possibilities, the following signals for analysing the work of
particular systems are necessary:
– turning the ignition on and off,
– temperature of the sucked air,
– camshaft position,
– quantity of the sucked air,
– vehicle speed signal,
– throttle opening angle ,
– signal of cooperation with the
– amount of oxygen in exhaust
automatic transmission,
fumes,
– switching on the air conditioner,
– signal from the knock combustion
sensor,
– signal of battery charge voltage,
– engine rotational speed.
Drivers made by Siemens realize similar functions. They are presented in the block
diagram in Figure 1.
Crankcase position sensor
Crankshaft position sensor

Ignition coil with ignition
module
Actuator idle

Knock sensor

Instrument panel, tachometer

Controller idle sensor

Fuel pump relay

Coolant temperature sensor

Solenoid canister

Intake air temperature sensor
Intake air mass meter
Lambda sensor
Throttle potentiometer
Instrument panel, vehicle speed

ECU
Siemens
SIMOS 2

Solenoid valve intake manifold
Injection valve cylinder 1
Injection valve cylinder 2
Injection valve cylinder 3

Switch idle

Injection valve cylinder 4

Computer immobilizer control

Main relay

Computer control gear

Computer control air conditioning

Fig. 1. Block diagram of SIMOS 2 injection system made by Siemens
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
In order to observe the system parameters and to simulate the work of actuators [1, 2, 5, 6,
10, 11], the bench (Fig. 2) was connected to the computer through the diagnostic connector
OBD. The possibilities of the diagnostic program are shown in Figure 3.
By means of this program, the following tasks can be performed in the driver system:
the identification of the driver, the readout of error codes, the control of particular signals,
the simulation of selected actuators and the adaptation of the throttle. In order to carry out
the adaptation of the throttle, the following conditions must be fulfilled: the battery needs
to be charged min. 12 V, and engine temperature should be min. 80 °C.
In order to carry out the adaptation of the throttle, the measurement program
("Meas.Block - 08") and the subprogram 098 should be chosen.
In the diagnostic program, four pieces of information can be read. The first one is about
the voltage of the throttle regulator, the second one is about the reference voltage, the third
piece of information is about the throttle position (idle - closed throttle, Part Throttle partially open, Full Throttle - completely open) and the fourth piece of information is about
the adaptation state of the throttle.
When the test is completed, exit the program by pressing "Done, Go Back".

Fig. 2. The view of the test bench

In order to observe the actual parameters (Fig. 4) on the basis of which instantaneous
values can be read, an appropriate button in the program "Meas.Blocks – 08" should be
selected: rotational speed of the engine crankshaft, engine temperature, air temperature in
the intake manifold, voltage of vehicle electric system supply, throttle opening angle,
signal from the lambda sensor, injector opening time, ignition advance angle.
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Fig. 3. Diagnostic program of the Motronic system

Fig. 4. Window of the diagnostic program – measuring blocks

During the study, throttle opening angle was simulated and fuel injection time was read
in milliseconds. Fig. 5 presents the graph showing how injection time depends on throttle
opening angle at constant parameters: engine temperature 85 ° C, the flowmeter 26.67 g /
stroke (blower second gear), rotational speed 2000 rpm.
However, the simulation for different values of ignition advance angle was realized by
changing engine rotational speed. The graph showing how ignition advance angle depends
on engine rotational speed was realized at constant parameters: throttle opening angle 60 °,
constant air flow 26.67 g / stroke (blower second gear), engine temperature 90 °C (Fig. 6).
Comparative tests were carried out on the designed ignition bench SIMOS 2 made by
Siemens. The test bench consists of mechatronic elements of the injection system and was
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made on the basis of Audi engine whose engine capacity is 1600 cm3. The components of
the bench together with the computer are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Graph showing how injection time depends on throttle opening angle

Fig. 6. Change of ignition advance angle as a function of engine rotational speed

For the purpose of simulating the work of injection system mechatronic elements, smooth
adjustment of the following values was realized:
– Rotational speed,
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–
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Engine temperature,
Sucked air temperature,
Air flow intensity,
Throttle position,
Lambda sensor signal.

Fig. 7. General view of the bench

During the simulation tests, the diagnostic program VWTOOL presented in Fig. 8, 9, 10
was used.

Fig. 8. The choice of the diagnostic program VWTOOL functions
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Fig. 9. Reading error codes in the diagnostic program VWTOOL
In order to verify the correctness of set parameters of engine work, the bookmarker "Main
Functions" and then the bookmarker "Fault Codes." should be selected. After error codes have been
read, the bookmarker "Erase Error Codes" should be chosen, then the previously recorded codes
will be erased from the driver memory and new codes will be read.

Fig. 10. Diagnostic program which enables reading the selected parameters
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On the basis of the conducted measurements of injector opening time as a function of rotational
speed and as a function of air flow intensity at constant liquid temperature 84 ° C, air temperature
33 ° C, throttle opening angle 12 °, 50 °, 92 °, the results were recorded and presented in Fig. 11
and Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Characteristics of injector opening time as a function of engine rotational speed at different
values of air flow intensity

Fig. 12. Characteristics of injector opening time as a function of mass intensity of air flow at
different throttle opening angles (TOA)
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3. SUMMARY
The cooperation of particular sensors and execution elements with the driver was monitored by the
diagnostic block of Audi-VW interface software.
The simulation carried out in the ignition and injection systems was recognized by the
diagnostics blocks of the drivers.
The diagnostic software made it possible to carry out procedures simulating the work of
execution elements and the adaptation of the throttle.
The designed and made-up bench made it possible to control engine work and carry out tests
and the analysis of particular parameters of engine work in order to identify error codes.
The simulation of execution elements faults was carried out by adjusting control values and
breaks in the circuits of particular sensors.
Measurements of electrical values of particular signals on the driver connectors were carried out
on the test bench in order to determine the level of the signal at which a particular error code
occurs.
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